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Neuronal Death in Lewy Body Disease 
(Under the direction of WILLIAM D. HILL) 

In Parkinson's disease and other Lewy body-associated disorders, 

neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNpc) undergo 

degeneration, but the mechanism of cell death has not been previously 

described. The substantia nigra of normal and Alzheimer's disease cases 

were compared with substantia nigra from patients with Lewy body-

associated disorders (Parkinson's disease, concomitant 

Alzheimer's/Parkinson's disease, and diffuse Lewy body disease) using in 

situ end-labeling to detect fragmented DNA. In situ end-labeled neurons 

demonstrated changes resembling apoptosis: nuclear condensation, 

chromatin fragmentation and formation of apoptotic-like bodies. 

Ultrastructural analysis confirmed nuclear condensation and formation of 

apoptotic-like bodies. Apoptotic-like changes were seen in the substantia 

nigra of both normal and disea·sed cases; concomitant 

Alzheimer's/Parkinson's disease and diffuse Lewy body disease cases had 

significantly higher amounts of apoptotic-like changes than normal 

controls or Alzheimer patients. Parkinson's disease cases were not 

significantly different from controls, probably due to high variation among 

cases of Parkinson's disease. Control and Alzheimer's disease patients had 

the same percentage of apoptotic-Iike changes. 

Lewy bodies (LBs) are abnormal inclusions found in the SNpc neurons of 

patients with Lewy body-associated disorders. It is not known what role LBs 

play in the disease process. We sought to discover whether apoptotic-like 

changes were more common in SNpc neurons with or without somal· LBs. 



In SNpc tissue from cases with Lewy body-associated disorders, .cells were 

double-labeled to colocalize apoptotic-like changes and LBs with in 'Situ .end

labeling and anti-ubiquitin antibody. Nigral neurons with LBs showed the 

same amount of apoptotic-like changes as nigral neurons without LBs. The 

majority of SNpc neurons undergoing apoptotic-like cell death did not 

appear to contain somal LBs. These results support the theory that the 

presence of a somal LB does not predispose a neuron to undergo apoptotic

like cell death. 

INDEX WORDS: Parkinson's Disease, Lewy Body, Neuronal Death, 

Apoptosis, In situ End-Labeling. 
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CHAPTER I. Introduction 

A. Statement of Problem 

Substantia nigra neurons of the midbrain accumulate abnormal 

inclusions (Lewy bodies) and undergo degeneration in patients dying of 

Parkinson's disease and other Lewy body-associated disorders. The type of 

cell death involved in Lewy body disease has not been previously studied, 

and may shed light on the pathogenic mechanism of these diseases. This 

study postulated that the mechanism of cell death in substantia nigral 

neurons from cases of Lewy body disease resembled apoptosis, that cell 

death was found in higher amounts in Lewy body-associated disorders than 

in Alzheimer's disease and normal controls, and that Lewy body

containing neurons were more likely to undergo apoptotic-like cell death 

than SNpc neurons without Lewy bodies. 

B. Lewy Body-Associated Disorders 

Parkinson's disease (PD) and other Lewy body-associated disorders are 

characterized by neuronal loss, gliosis, and accumulation of intracellular 

Lewy bodies in the pigmented nuclei of the brainstem (1, 2). The expression 

of extrapyramidal signs (bradykinesia, rigidity and tremor) in these 
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diseases is believed to be a consequence of the death of dopaminergic 

neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNpc) (2, 3). SNpc cell loss 

associated with PD correlates with the severity and duration of the disease 

(4). The SNpc of neurologically normal individuals also undergoes 

neuronal death with advancing age, although the pattern of cell loss is 

different from that seen in PD. SNpc neuronal loss is most severe in the 

dorsal tier of normal aged individuals, while the ventrolateral cell group, 

which is mildly affected during normal aging, is severely affected in PD 

cases (4). Other LB-associated disorders are also characterized by the 

presence ofLBs in the SNpc and in other brainstem, cortical and peripheral 

nervous system sites that undergo neuronal degeneration (5, 6). 

Alzheimer's disease (AD) is a· progressive cortical dementia generally 

without significant SNpc damage or motor symptoms (7). Pathological 

lesions typical of AD include senile plaques and neurofibrillary tangles. 

Neurofibrillary tangles are intracellular accumulations of abnormally 

phosphorylated tau, a microtubule-binding protein (8, 9, 10). Senile plaques 

are extracellular accumulations of B-amyloid, often associated with 

dystrophic neurites and microglia (11). A diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease 

is confirmed postmortem based on numbers of senile plaques and 

neurofibrillary tangles, particularly in the hippocampus and amygdala (12, 

13, 14). 

There appears to be a spectrum ofLewy body-associated and Alzheimer

associated diseases with overlapping neuropathology and clinical 

symptoms. Concomitant AD/PD patients have neurofibrillary tangles and 

senile plaques in sufficient number for a diagnosis of AD, and also 

neuronal degeneration and LBs in the SNpc (15-19). The advent of anti-
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ubiquitin immunohistochemistry has enabled the identification of cortical 

LBs, which have a slightly different structure from typical brainstem LBs 

(20, 21). Cortical LBs have been identified in many cases of AD and in most 

PD patients (22-24). Patients with diffuse Lewy body disease have 

numerous, widespread cortical LBs (25-29). They may also have Alzheimer 

neurofibrillary tangles and senile plaques, but not enough to meet 

neuropathological standards for a diagnosis of AD. Some investigators 

distinguish diffuse Lewy body disease without AD pathology ("pure" diffuse 

Lewy body disease) from diffuse Lewy body disease with AD pathology (AD

LB) (30). Diffuse Lewy body disease patients suffer from dementia, 

parkinsonian motor symptoms, or both (26-28, 31). Patients who meet 

neuropathological criteria for AD may also have cortical LBs; this 

combination of pathology is termed the LB variant of AD (32, 33), or senile 

dementia of the LB type (34-37). The coincidence of cortical LBs and AD is 

very common, second only to pure AD as a cause for senile dementia (30). 

The "pure" form of diffuse Lewy body disease, with no AD pathology, is 

considered by many investigators to be a rare disease (30, 38). Since PD 

patients usually demonstrate cortical LBs (22-24), it seems likely that most 

cases of concomitant AD/PD are probably the LB variant of AD (30, 38); 

however, there is still no consensus as to the classification of diffuse Lewy 

body disease and the Lewy body variant of AD. Lewy body-associated 

disorders are likely to have SNpc damage and often exhibit parkinsonian 

motor symptoms (7, 15, 26, 28, 39-41). 

Brainstem LBs appear as round eosinophilic inclusions with a distinct 

halo, that occur in the perikarya, axons and dendrites of pigmented 

neurons (reviewed in ref. 6). LBs are composed of filaments 8-10 microns in 
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diameter, arranged radially around a core of granular and vesicular 

material with embedded filaments (42-44). Cortical LBs are similar to 

brainstem LBs but frequently do not have the outer halo of radiating 

filaments, and have a looser structure overall (20, 44). 

Immunohistochemical analysis has revealed that all three neurofilament 

subunits (neurofilament-L, -M, and -H) are present in LBs (45-49). These 

neurofilament subunits are abnormally phosphorylated and truncated in 

brainstem LBs (43, 50). Elements of the ubiquitin degradation system are 

also present, and may be an indication of the cell's inability to degrade LBs 

(44, 51-54). The fact that LB neurofilaments are highly insoluble, truncated, 

or abnormally phosphorylated may indicate a general aberration of the 

cytoskeleton (43, 46, 52). However, it is not known ifLB-containing neurons 

have biochemical or other metabolic abnormalites that might lead to cell 

death. It is possible that LBs occur simply as result of the primary 

pathology and have little or no effect on neuronal death. 

C. Pathogenic Mechanisms in Parkinson's Disease 

The etiology of Parkinson's disease is unknown, but is likely to be 

multifactorial, with possible involvement of genetic, environmental, and 

biochemical factors (55-57). An important model for PD is 1-methyl-4-

phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP) toxicity, which is specific for 

catecholaminergic neurons of the midbrain, particularly the SNpc (58, 59). 

Administration of MPTP produces parkinsonian symptoms in humans 

(identified after accidental injection by synthetic heroin users), and similar 

symptoms in non-human primate and rodent models (60-64). MPTP 
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appears to be converted within astrocytes to its active metabolite, 1-methyl-4-

phenylpyridine CMPP+). MPP+ is taken up into catecholaminergic neurons 

(particularly SNpc neurons) via catecholamine transporters (63, 65). MPP+ 

is then concentrated in mitochondria due to the electrochemical gradient of 

the inner membrane, where it blocks electron transport by inhibiting 

complex I activity. The likely results of this inhibition are a reduction in 

ATP production and an increase in free radicals generated by the electron 

transport chain, either of which may lead to the death of the neuron (63, 66). 

The effects of MPTP on monkeys resemble human MPTP intoxication in 

many respects, but are not a perfect model of idiopathic PD (60, 62, 64). In 

particular, the death of midbrain neurons and the presence of inclusions 

that resemble Lewy bodies model PD very well. However, MPTP treatment 

does not result in a progressive disorder, and true Lewy bodies are not 

formed (61, 64, 67). 

The elucidation of the mechanism of MPTP toxicity indicated that 

oxidative damage was likely to be involved in neuronal death (68). Markers 

of oxidative stress, such as lipid peroxides and 4-hydroxynonenal protein 

adducts, are elevated in Parkinsonian SNpc neurons relative to controls (69, 

70). Superoxide dismutase, which protects the cell from free radical 

damage, is increased in PD; this may be a compensatory reaction to 

increased levels of superoxide anion (55, 71). The presence of excess 

hydrogen peroxide generated by superoxide dismutase may lead to further 

free radical damage when free iron (shown to be increased in SNpc 

neurons of PD cases) is present (72-7 4). Some of the protective mechanisms 

of the cell against oxidative damage appear to be deficient in Parkinsonian 
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SNpc: for example; glutathione and glutathione peroxidase levels are 

abnormally low (71). 

Mitochondrial activity has been shown to be decreased in PD cases 

relative to controls; this is due to -a loss of complex I activity (75-77), which 

in turn is partly due to a decrease in the 24-30kDa complex I subunit 

proteins (78). I=unohistochemical studies have localized this reduction 

of complex I to SNpc neurons (79). 

The MPTP model has led to the theory that neuronal degeneration in 

PD is due to mitochondrial inhibition and generation of oxidative stress (55). 

However, the question remains as to the initiating factor of the disease. 

There is conflicting data regarding the association between MPTP-like 

compounds in the environment (such as paraquat and other herbicides), 

although a recent study found a positive association between herbicide 

usage· (primarily organochlorines and alkylated phosphates) and PD (57). 

Smoking has a strong negative correlation with PD, and other 

environmental factors such as exposure to wood preservatives, solvents, 

gases, exhaust fumes and carbon monoxide, may be positively associated 

with PD (57, 80). Most cases of idiopathic PD are sporadic, and 

mitochondrial genetic factors have been generally ruled out as a direct 

cause of the disease (66). A familial form of PD has been found to have 

defects in cytochrome P450, leading to poor metabolism of certain toxic 

compounds (81-85), which may include MPTP (86). Exposure to a neurotoxic 

compound may be more damaging to those people with defects in the 

cytochrome P450 detoxifying system (78). It is likely that a combination of 

genetics and environmental factors is required for PD to occur. 
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D. Cell Death Mechanisms 

Two general mechanisms of cell death prevail m the literature: 

necrosis and apoptosis (87-90), although other types have been described 

(reviewed in ref. 91). Primary necrosis typically involves cytoplasmic and 

nuclear swelling, loss of plasma membrane integrity and release of 

cellular contents into the extracellular medium, often precipitating a 

significant immune response (87). The DNA of cells dying from necrosis 

produces a smear on agarose gels, indicating random cleavage by 

nucleases. 

Apoptosis, also known as active or physiologic cell death, involves the 

initiation of a cell death gene cascade (92, 93), with nuclear changes 

preceding cytoplasmic ones (reviewed in ref. 94). An early feature of 

apoptosis is the initiation of endonuclease activity which cleaves DNA into 

nucleosome-size fragments (95). The chromatin condenses into a solid 

mass and the nucleus may then break up into karyorrhectic bodies. In 

some cell types undergoing apoptosis, DNA may be cleaved into large base 

pair fragments (50kb or larger), with or without subsequent digestion into 

nucleosome-size fragments (96, 97). The morphological features of 

apoptosis, margination or condensation of chromatin, still occur (97, 98) 

and are important criteria for distinguishing apoptosis from necrosis, 

which may also generate high kilobase pair fragments (99). At a late stage 

in the apoptotic process, the cell membrane begins to bud off small 

membrane-bound bodies (apoptotic body formation). Apoptotic bodies consist 

of membrane-bound organelles and condensed cytoplasm; they may contain 

chromatin fragments with a nuclear envelope (87). The production of 
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membrane-bound apoptotic bodies appears to be Unique to apoptosis (91). An 

immune response is not mounted during apoptosis; rather, apoptotic bodies 

are phagocytosed by macrophages and surrounding cells (87) or microglia 

(100). Apoptotic bodies eventually undergo secondary necrosis (i.e. 

membrane disruption and release of contents into surrounding milieu) in 

the interstitial tissue or within phagosomes (87, 94, 101). Secondary 

necrosis occurs after cell death and can be found after primary necrosis 

(termed "oncosis" by Majno and Joris) or apoptosis (871 94, 101). 

The endonucleolytic cleavage of DNA into small fragments which 

occurs in many cell types undergoing apoptosis can be detected using in 

situ end-labeling (102, 103). The double-stranded 3'-0H ends generated by 

endonucleolytic cleavage are used as a template by terminal 

deoxynucleotidyl transferase enzyme for adding nucleotides, including 

digoxigenin-conjugated dUTP. The dUTP (incorporated into the DNA on a 

tissue section) is recognized by an anti-digoxigenin antibody conjugated to 

fluorescein and is examined under UV illumination. As cells undergoing 

primary necrosis may also be labeled (if they have double-stranded DNA 

breaks for some other reason, such as oxidative damage), morphological 

criteria must be used for positive identification of apoptotic cells (104-107). 

Large kilobase pair fragments can also be detected using ISEL, but it is not 

known to what extent large fragments of DNA with free 3'-0H ends can be 

detected in tissue sections (108). Some formalin-fixed tissues have 

morphologically apoptotic cells that are unlabeled by ISEL (104, Tompkins, 

unpublished observations), which may be a result of large base-pair 

fragmentation of DNA (generating few 3'-0H ends) without subsequent 

oligonucleosomal cleavage. 
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Apoptosis is regulated by specific pathways of gene induction which in 

some systems can be disrupted by inhibition of protein translation or RNA 

synthesis (89), or overexpression of the protooncogene Qcl.-2 (109-111). Injury 

of target tissue or depletion of specific growth factors have been shown to 

induce neuronal apoptosis in vivo (100, 112, 113) and in vitro (114). Addition 

of growth factors or upregulation of bcl-2 can rescue neurons from 

apoptosis, as has been shown in culture systems (114-117) and in vivo (118-

123). In addition, superoxide dismutase has recently been shown to rescue 

cultured neurons from growth factor deprivation-induced apoptosis (124). 

Apoptosis is prevented only if the enzyme is supplied soon after growth 

factor withdrawal, suggesting that the generation of reactive oxygen 

species mediates the early stages of apoptosis. 

· Autolytic cell death may also occur in some cell types, and is 

characterized by the disintegration of the cell due to fusion oflarge autolytic 

vacuoles. Chromatin condensation may occur, but apoptotic bodies are not 

formed and phagocytosis is not a prominent feature (91). 

The important features to distinguish apoptotic cell death in the SNpc 

are therefore: 1) early ISEL-positve (ISEL+) chromatin condensation of 

SNpc neurons, 2) maintenance of membrane integrity during apoptosis, 3) 

formation of apoptotic bodies, and 4) heterophagy by microglia. 

E. Apoptosis in Neurodegenerative Disorders. 

There has recently been renewed investigation into the type of cell death 

involved in neurodegenerative disorders (125, 126). One reason for this 

interest is that some forms of cell death, such as apoptosis, may conceivably 
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be prevented or delayed (127). The fact that growth-factor-deprived cultured 

neurons and neurons undergoing developmental cell death have been 

rescued from apoptosis by various methods (e.g. growth factor treatment 

(114, 119-122) or increased bcl-2 expression (109-111, 128-130) lends support 

to the theory that it may be possible to rescue degenerating neurons. 

Furthermore, knowledge of the mode of cell death in PD can be used to 

select experimental models that more closely resemble the human disease. 

For example, l'v.IPTP treatment of cultured dopaminergic neurons has been 

found to cause death by necrosis when administered in high doses and 

death by apoptosis at a lower concentration (131). 

Apoptosis has recently been described in AD (132-135), amyotrophic 

lateral sclerosis (136, 137) and Huntington's chorea (134, 138) using in situ 

end-labeling techniques. Some researchers, however, did not find evidence 

of apoptosis in AD (139), amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (139) and PD (134). 

Necrosis has been reported to occur concurrent with apoptosis in AD (133). 

Several possible etiologic factors of PD have been shown to induce 

apoptosis of cultured cells, such as dopamine toxicity (140), inhibition of 

cytochrome P450 (141), inhibition of mitochondrial complex I activity with 

l'v.IPTP (125, 131), and induction of oxidative stress (142). The purpose of the 

following studies was to discover what type of cell death mechanism takes 

place in SNpc neurons of patients dying from Lewy body-associated 

disorders, and whether LBs themselves contribute to neuronal death. 

My hypothesis is that some SNpc neurons of Lewy body-associated 

disorders die by an apoptotic-like mechanism, and that LB-containing 

neurons are more likely to undergo apoptotic-like cell death than SNpc 

neurons without Lewy bodies. 
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F. Specific Aims 

1. To characterize the morphology of cell death of SNpc neurons from 

cases of Lewy body disease, Alzheimer's disease, and normal aged controls. 

In situ end-labeling and morphology of the dying neurons by light 

microscopy was used to detect fragmented DNA, chromatin condensation 

· and to identify apoptotic body formation. Electron microscopy was employed 

to determine whether apoptotic-like bodies were membrane bound and 

contained condensed DNA and cytoplasm. Phagocytosis of apoptotic bodies 

by glia was studied usin~ immunohistochemistry in combination with in 
.• 

situ end-labeling. 

2. To determine whether apoptosis might be occurring by examination 

of SNpc neurons of Lewy body disease patients for the expression of 

apoptosis-related molecules. Immunohistochemistry using antibodies to 

bcl-2 protein and the LeY antigen were employed for this study. 

3. To determine whether Lewy bodies are correlated with SNpc 

degeneration, by examining the population of Lewy body-containing 

neurons for cell death using immunohistochemistry and in situ end

labeling. Lewy body-containing SNpc neurons were compared to SNpc 

neurons without Lewy bodies to determine if there was a difference in the 

amount of apoptotic-like cell death occurring in these two populations of 

neurons. 
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The first specific aim is addressed by the paper entitled "Apoptotic-like 

changes in Lewy body-associated disorders. and normal aging in substantia 

nigra! neurons" (Chapter II). The third specific aim is addressed by the 

manuscript entitled "Contribution of somal Lewy bodies to neuronal death" 

(Chapter III). The second specific aim is discussed in Chapter IV, 

''Unpublished data". 



CHAPTER II. "Apoptotic-like changes in Lewy body-associated disorders 

and normal aging in substantia nigra! neurons" 

Margaret M. Tompkins,* Edward J. Basgall,* Edward Zamrini,+ and 

William D. Hill* 

From the Department of Cellular Biology and Anatomy.* Medical College 

of Georgia, and the Section of Psychiatry,+ Department of veteran's 

Affairs, Augusta. Georgia 
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A. Abstract 

In Parkinson's disease and other Lewy body-associated disorders the 

substantia nigra pars compacta undergoes degeneration, but the 

mechanism of cell death has not been previously described. The substantia 

nigra of normal and Alzheimer's disease cases were compared with 

substantia nigra from patients with Lewy body-associated disorders 

(Parkinson's disease, concomitant Alzheimer's/Parkinson's disease, and 

diffuse Lewy body disease) using in situ end-labeling to detect fragmented 

DNA. In situ end-labeled neurons demonstrated changes resembling 

apoptosis: nuclear condensation, chromatin fragmentation and formation 

of apoptotic-like bodies. Ultrastructural analysis confirmed nuclear 

condensation and formation of apoptotic-like bodies. Apoptotic-like changes 

were seen in the substantia nigra of both normal and diseased cases; 

concomitant Alzheimer's/Parkinson's disease and diffuse Lewy body 

disease cases had significantly higher amounts of apoptotic-like changes 

than normal controls or Alzheimer patients. The finding of neuronal death 

by apoptosis may have relevance for the development of new treatment 

strategies for Parkinson's· disease and related disorders. 

B. Introduction 

In Parkinson's disease (PD) and other Lewy body-associated disorders 

there is neuronal loss, gliosis and accumulation of intracellular Lewy 

bodies in the pigmented nuclei of the brainstem (1). The expression of 

extrapyramidal signs (bradykinesia, rigidity and tremor) in these diseases 
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is believed to be a consequence o,f the death of dopaminergic neurons in the 

substantia nigra pars compacta (SNpc) (2). The SNpc of neurologically 

normal individuals also undergoes neuronal death with advancing age, 

although the pattern of cell loss is different from that seen in PD (4). Other 

Lewy body-associated disorders, such as concomitant Alzheimer's disease/ 

Parkinson's disease (AD/PD) and diffuse Lewy body disease (DLBD), have 

SNpc damage and may exhibit parkinsonian motor symptoms (15, 28). Pure 

AD is a progressive cortical dementia without significant SNpc damage or 

motor symptoms (7). There appears to be a spectrum of Lewy body

associated and Alzheimer-associated diseases, including AD/PD, DLBD, 

senile dementia of the Lewy body type (34-37) and the Lewy body variant of 

AD (32, 33), some of these disease categories may overlap (143). The 

mechanism of cell death, as well as the etiology of these disorders, is 

unknown. 

Two general mechanisms of cell death prevail in the literature, necrosis 

and apoptosis (90), although other types have been described (91). Primary 

necrosis typically involves cytoplasmic and nuclear swelling, loss of plasma 

membrane integrity and release of cellular contents into the extracellular 

medium, often precipitating a significant immune response. Apoptotic 

changes include nuclear and cytoplasmic condensation, with subsequent 

apoptotic body formation. Apoptotic bodies consist of membrane-bound 

organelles and condensed cytoplasm; they may contain chromatin 

fragments with a nuclear envelope (87). An immune response is not 

mounted during apoptosis; rather, apoptotic bodies are phagocytosed by 

macrophages and surrounding cells (87) or microglia (100). Apoptotic 

bodies eventually undergo secondary necrosis, either free or within 
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phagosomes (101). Secondary necrosis occurs after cell death and can be 

found after primary necrosis (termed oncosis by Majno and Joris (94) or 

apoptosis. 

The endonucleolytic cleavage of DNA that occurs during apoptosis can be 

detected using in situ end-labeling (ISEL) (102, 103). Such techniques have 

recently been used to describe apoptosis in human neurodegenerative 

disorders such as AD (132-134), Huntington's chorea (134, 138) and 

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (136, 137). In addition to apoptosis, necrosis 

has been reported to occur in AD (133). Furthermore, a recent electron 

microscopic study had shown apoptotic cell death to occur in Parkinson's 

disease (144). 

In this paper, we have examined the cell death mechanism of SNpc 

neurons in patients with Lewy body-associated disorders. Human 

postmortem midbrain tissue was examined for in situ end-labeled 

chromatin and apoptotic morphology at the light microscopic and 

ultrastructural level. Our results demonstrate that a primary mechanism 

of cell death in the SNpc resembles apoptosis. 

C. Materials and Methods 

Human Tissue 

Archival human autopsy tissue was obtained from the McLean Hospital 

Brain Tissue Resource Center at Harvard Medical School (Boston, MA). 

Diagnoses of AD and PD were confirmed at autopsy by standard 

neuropathological criteria (12-14, 145-149). Concomitant AD/PD cases met 
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diagnostic criteria for both diseases, and are likely to be classified as the 

Lewy body variant of AD by current standards at McLean Hospital (32, 33, 

150). DLBD cases did not meet consensus criteria for AD but demonstrated 

extensive cortical Lewy bodies and subcortical changes typical of PD (27, 38, 

150, 151). The presence of neuritic changes in the CA2-3 region of the 

hippocampus also supports the diagnosis of DLBD (152). Three 

neurologically normal controls, five cases of AD, four AD/PD cases, seven 

DLBD cases, and five cases of PD without dementia were examined. 

Analysis of variance between disease cases and controls was performed on 

those cases with a postmortem interval ofless than 24 hours. 

In situ End-Labeling 

Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded midbrains were sectioned at 10J.Lm 

and mounted on gelatin- or silane-coated glass slides. Free 3'-hydroxyl ends 

of DNA were detected using the Apoptag kit (Oncor, Gaithersburg, MD), 

following the manufacturer's directions. Briefly, terminal transferase was 

used to add digoxigenin-labeled dUTP to free 3'-hydroxyl ends of DNA. After 

incubation with a fluorescein-tagged anti-digoxigenin antibody, sections 

were counterstained with propidium iodide (0.5J.Lg/ml), mounted in 

Vectashield (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) and viewed under UV 

illumination using a fluorescein/propidium iodide double filter on a Zeiss 

Axiophot microscope. Sections were examined using a 40X objective lens. 

Each experiment included a positive control for apoptosis (mouse 

intestine) (102) and a negative control (omission of terminal transferase 

enzyme). Additional controls included heat inactivation of the terminal 
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transferase enzyme by the procedure of Wood et al (153) as a negative 

control and RNAse treatment (DNAse-free; 1001-lg/ml for 15 min at 37°C) to 

show specificity of the terminal transferase enzyme for DNA. 

Only neuromelanin-containing neurons of the SNpc were considered. 

Due to the close proximity of the medially-located paranigral nucleus and 

the difficulty of distinguishing it from the SNpc proper, the paranigral 

nucleus was included in the analysis. The paranigral nucleus is known to 

undergo degeneration and Lewy body accumulation similar to the SNpc (1). 

Pigmented paranigral and SNpc neuronal nuclei were counted across an 

entire midbrain hemisection and categorized as normal, apoptotic or 

necrotic. Identification of normal SNpc neurons was based on the presence 

of a large, euchromatic propidium iodide-stained nucleus, often containing 

a prominent nucleolus. 

Criteria for apoptotic-like changes were 1) ISEL of chromatin and 2) 

. condensation of the labeled chromatin, with or without break-up into 

clumps and strands. These nuclear changes appeared in intact SNpc 

neurons as well as in accumulations of neuromelanin (apoptotic-like 

bodies). Therefore, apoptotic-like changes were further subdivided into 

early changes (intact cell) and late changes (apoptotic-like bodies). The 

average number of total nuclei in a section was 435 +1- 79 (control), 281 +I-

55 (AD), 176 +1- 65 (AD/PD), 169 +1- 37 (DLBD), and 139 +1- 33 (PD). The 

average percentage of apoptotic-like neurons undergoing early changes 

was 7.6% (control), 10.4% (AD), 6.1% (AD/PD), 7.5% (DLBD), and 30.5% 

(PD); the rest were undergoing late changes. 

Swelling of in situ end-labeled chromatin, indicative of primary necrosis 

(oncosis) was not seen. Free ISEL+ chromatin strands, often continuous 
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with clumps of chromatin and neuromelanin, were seen in many cases 

and may represent necrosis secondary to apoptosis. Labeled chromatin 

strands that were not associated with neuromelanin were also seen. 

Fluorescent Double-Labeling 

Three cases ofDLBD and one case of AD/PD with high levels of apoptotic

like changes (average, 11.09%) were in situ end-labeled and stained for 

microglia using an anti-HLA antibody (LN3; Zymed Laboratories, South 

San Francisco, CA). Sections were deparaffinized, rehydrated, microwaved 

for 4 to 6 minutes in citrate buffer (0.01M, pH6.5) (154), and incubated in 

LN3 antibody (1:25) overnight at 4°C. The TdT reaction from the Apoptag kit 

was then carried out, followed by incubation in both fluorescent secondary 

antibodies: anti-digoxigenin-fluorescein isothiocyanate (FlTC; Apoptag kit) 

and anti-mouse-Cy3 antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA; 

1:100). 

To examine astroglia, one case each of control, AD, ADIPD and DLBD 

midbrains were double-labeled with anti-glial fibrillary acidic protein 

(DAKO, Carpinteria, CA; 1:50) and the Apoptag kit as described above. 

Two cases of DLBD and one case of PD were double-labeled with anti

tyrosine hydroxylase (anti-TH; AB152, Chemicon,"Temecula, CA; 1:30) and 

LN3 antibody. The sections were incubated in the two antibodies overnight 

at 4°C. A peroxidase-anti-peroxidase kit (Sternberger Monoclonals, 

Baltimore, MD) was used to amplify the LN3 antibody, and was visualized 

with anti-horseradish peroxidase-FITC antibody (Jackson 
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I=unoResearch; 1:200). The anti-TH antibody was visualized with anti

rabbit-Cy3 antibody (Jackson I=unoResearch; 1:100). 

Ultrastructural Analysis 

Electron microscopy was performed on archival formalin-fixed SNpc 

from two DLBD cases. Briefly, the tissue was postfixed in 2.5% 

glutaraldehyde in 0.1M cacodylate buffer, followed by fixation in 1.0% 

osmium tetroxide in cacodylate buffer. The tissues were stained with 2.0% 

uranyl acetate in 10% ethanol en bloc, dehydrated and embedded in Epon 

(25g of Epon/15g of Araldite/55g of dodecylsuccinic anhydride/2.5g of 

benzyldimethylamine). Thin sections (60 to 70 nm) were contrast-enhanced 

by double staining with uranyl acetate and lead citrate. Sections were 

viewed on a Zeiss 902 transmission electron microscope at 80 kV. 

Statistical Analysis 

The average percentage of apoptotic-like figures were calculated from 

duplicate near-serial sections, using the total number of normal and 

apoptotic-like SNpc neurons (or cluster of apoptotic-like bodies) as the 

divisor. The correlation coefficient was calculated for plots of age and 

postmortem interval versus percent apoptosis with a significance level of 

0.05. The average percent apoptosis for the controls and AD were not 

significantly different by the Student's t-statistic and were combined for 

later analysis into a non-Lewy body group. Single-factor analysis of 

variance was performed on the percent apoptosis for the non-Lewy body 
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group versus the three Lewy body-associated diseases (AD/PD, DLBD, and 

PD) with a significance level of 0.05. Tukey's honestly significantly different 

test was used to compare groups, using an average value for the number of 

values (n) per group. Statistical analysis of differences between groups 

using the Wilcoxon rank sum tests gave results similar to analysis of 

variance (see Chapter IV, Unpublished Data, Table 1), except that PD cases 

were found to have significantly higher levels of apoptotic-like changes 

compared to the non-LB control group (AD plus control cases; p = 0.03365 

for one-tailed test). 

D. Results 

Cell death mornhology 

SNpc and paranigral neurons can be identified within the substantia 

nigra by the presence of neuromelanin pigment; only these neurons were 

analyzed. Cytoplasmic fragments associated with neuromelanin are 

assumed to have been originally derived from SNpc neurons. Using the 

ISEL technique, AD/PD, DLBD and some PD cases could be seen to have 

numerous dying neurons, whereas normal and AD cases had relatively 

few. These neurons exhibited features typical of apoptosis: nuclear 

condensation with ISEL+ DNA and apoptotic-like body formation (Figure 1, 

A to H). Figure 1D shows a rare neuron undergoing nuclear vesiculation 

(karyorrhexis), which is typical of apoptotic cell death (87, 88, 94, 114). Heat 

inactivation or omission of terminal transferase enzyme abolished all ISEL. 

RNAse treatment did not affect chromatin labeling, indicating the 



Figure 1. In situ end-labeling of chromatin in SNpc neurons demonstrating 

apoptotic-like changes and possible secondary necrosis. A, C, E, and G: Bright 

field. B, D, F,and H: fluorescein/propidium iodide channel. In situ end-labeled 

chromatin shows green (fluorescein) labeling, propidium iodide stains 

chromatin red, and lipofuscin autofluorescence is yellow. A to D: Early 

apoptotic-/ike changes: condensation of chromatin with normal cytoplasm. 

Chromatin is partially condensed in B and fully condensed with nuclear 

vesiculation (karyorrhexis)in D. E to H: Late apoptotic-like changes: formation of 

apoptotic-like bodies, some of which contain condensed chromatin (arrows). 

ISEL+ condensed chromatin in H is partially covered by granules of 

neuromelanin. Normal SNpc nucleus with prominent nucleolus is also present 

(arrowheads). Magnification, X512. 
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specificity of the labeling for DNA (data not shown). Mouse intestine was 

included in each experiment as a positive control for apoptosis. 

Figures consistent with early apoptotic changes, in which nuclear 

changes were apparent but the cell remained intact, were distinguished 

from those consistent with later apoptotic changes, in which apoptotic-like 

bodies were formed. Most figures seen were consistent with late apoptotic 

changes (90 to 94% for control, AD, AD/PD, and DLBD; 70% for PD). 

Primary necrotic changes can also be labeled with ISEL (104-106), 

necessitating the use of morphology to distinguish between apoptosis and 
, 

necrosis. Although chromatin and cytoplasmic condensation are more 

typical of apoptosis, they may occur in some later stages of necrosis. 

Apoptotic body formation, on the other hand, appears to be unique to 

apoptosis (91). We therefore used ultrastructural analysis to identify 

apoptotic-like bodies. 

Ultrastructural analysis demonstrated apoptotic-like changes including 

nuclear condensation and apoptotic-like body formation (Figure 2, B and C). 

These apoptotic-like bodies had condensed cytoplasm and frequently 

contained fragments of condensed chromatin. Some may be located within 

microglial phagosomes (Figure 2D). Although normal SNpc neurons had 

extensive rough endoplasmic reticulum, the apoptotic-like bodies did not 

(Figure 2, C and D). Signs of primary necrosis, including nuclear swelling, 

cytoplasmic swelling, blebs devoid of cytoplasm, and large vacuoles were 

not seen. 



Figure 2. Ultrastructure of apoptotic-like changes in SNpc. A: Normal SNpc 

neuron with euchromatic chromatin and nuclear envelope (arrowheads). 8: 

Apoptotic-/ike bodies of SNpc origin (qpen arrows) containing condensed 

chromatin (arrows). C: Enlargement of section adjacent to A showing the 

nuclear envelope (arrowheads), euchromatic chromatin (arrow) and rough 

endoplasmic reticulum. D: Enlargement of apoptotic-like body in 8 showing 

abnormally condensed chromatin (arrow) and nuclear envelope (arrowheads). 

' This may represent a microglial cell with unusually condensed chromatin 

following phagocytosis of neuronal material. Scale bars, 1 OJlm (A and B) and 

1Jlm (C and D). nm, neuromelanin; no, nucleolus; rer, rough endoplasmic 

reticulum. 
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Apoptosis in Lewy Body Disease 

The percentage of apoptotic-like figures was compared with the age and 

postmortem interval of each case (Table 1 and Figure 3). Non-Lewy body 

cases (control and AD) and Lewy body-associated disease cases (AD/PD, 

DLBD, and PD) were grouped separately and the correlation coefficients (r) 

were calculated (Figure 3). Neither age nor ·postmortem interval was 

significantly correlated with the percentage of apoptotic-like changes seen. 

The percentage of SNpc apoptotic-like changes for each case is shown in 

Table 1 and Figure 4. Two cases listed in Table 1 were omitted from further 

analysis due to high postmortem intervals (>24 hours). The control and AD 

(non-Lewy body) cases were not significantly different and were grouped 

together for comparison with the Lewy body-associated disorders (Table 2). 

Analysis of variance showed a significant difference (F=11.61; P=0.0001); 

specifically, the AD/PD and DLBD groups, but not the PD group, had 

significantly more apoptotic-like changes than the control/AD group. The 

PD cases had a higher average percentage of apoptotic-like changes 

compared with AD and controls (Figure 2), but the variance was too large to 

demonstrate significance._ The DLBD group also had significantly more 

apoptotic-like changes than the PD group. 

In situ end-labeled chromatin strands associated with neuromelanin 

. granules, which did not appear to be membrane bowid, were often seen in 

the neuropil of diseased cases (data not shown). Due to the lack of evidence 

for primary necrosis, we interpreted this finding as necrosis secondary to 

apoptosis. In situ end-labeled chromatin strands not associated with 

neuromelanin were also seen in the neuropil (data not shown). 



Table 1. Apoptotic-like Changes in.Lewy Body Diseases 
Postmortem % 

Age (years) interval (hours) apoptotic-like 
* changes 

Control 
86 3.0 
72 7.9 
75 3.5 

Alzheimer's disease 
00 12.0 
84 10.8 
62 14.6 
81 14.4 
84 16.2 

Alzheimer/Parkinson's disease 
00 5.5 
77 12.4 
93 20.3 
79 12.6 

Diffuse Lewy body disease 
83 34.5 
'i5l 15.9 
64 16.0 
ffi . 6.5 
79 2.5 
81 11.7 
75 3.3 

Parkinson's disease 
86 8.7 
91 1.7 
63 2.7 
89 31 
66.. 11.5 

0.73 
1.82 
0.23 

0.56 
2.55 
0.17 
1.68 
3.74 

13.73 
9.74 
5.06 
2.72 

14.58 
12.39 
16.13 
7.87 
9.61 
13.91 
8.87 

6.07 
2.91 
10.13 
5.53 
0.38 

*Percentage of apoptotic-like SNpc neurons/total SNpc neurons (apoptotic 

plus nonapoptotic); average of duplicate sections. 
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Figure 3. Age and postmortem interval versus percent apoptotic-like changes of 

SNpc neurons. A: Age versus percent apoptotic-/ike changes of SNpc neurons. 

Non-LBAD r value= 0.502 (not significant); LBAD r value: -0.184 (not 

significant). B: Postmortem interval versus percent apoptotic-like changes. Non

LBAD r value= 0.464(not significant); LBAD r value= 0.150 (not significant). 

·.LBAD, Lewy body-associated disorder. Non-LBAD included control and AD 

cases; LBAD included AD/PO, DLBD, and PO cases. 
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Figure 4. % Apoptotic-like changes of SNpc neurons versus diagnosis. Results 

are shown as the percentage of apoptotic-like figures out of total SNpc neurons 

(apoptotic plus nonapoptotic). 
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Table 2. Average % Apoptotic-Like Changes of SNpc Neurons 

Diagnosis n % Apoptosis* 

Control 3 0.93 +1- 0.47 

Alzheimer's disease 5 1.74+/- 0.65 

Alzheimer's/Parkinson's disease 4 7.81 +1- 2.45 

Diffuse Lewy body disease 6 11.46 +1- 1.31 

Parkinson's disease 4 4.87 +1- 2.10 

*Percentage of apoptotic-like SNpc neurons/total SNpc neurons;. average of 
~ ' . ~ 

duplicate sections. 
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Phagocvtosis of Apoptotic-Like Bodies 

Cases of DLBD and AD/PD with high levels of apoptosis were examined 

for microglial phagocytic activity by double-labeling with anti-HLA antibody 

and ISEL. We observed numerous neuromelanin-containing phagosomes 

[previously described by McGeer et al (155)] which contained ISEL+ DNA 

(Figure 6, A to D). The neuromelanin in these phagosomes appeared as 

discrete clusters of neuromelanin smaller than an intact SNpc neuron. 

This fits our description of late apoptotic-like changes (formation of 

apoptotic-like bodies). Other apoptotic-like bodies were not within HLA-DR+ 

microglia (data not shown). Also, some neuromelanin-containing 

phagosomes did not have ISEL+ DNA (data not shown); these were not 

counted as apoptotic-like. Many neuromelanin-containing phagosomes 

were labeled with anti-TH ant~body, confirming the identity of phagosomal 

contents as SNpc in origin (Figure 6, E to G). Therefore, our counts of 

apoptotic-like changes include structures resembling apoptotic bodies with 

ISEL+ condensed DNA within phagosomes. Apoptotic-like bodies with 

ISEL+ DNA were not seen associated with glial fibrillary acidic protein

positive astrocytes (data not shown). 

E. Discussion 

Morphology of Apoptotic-Like Changes 

We found that morphological characteristics of apoptosis are present in 

normal human substantia nigra, with significantly greater apoptotic-like 



Figure 5. Microglial phagocytosis of apoptotic-like bodies. A to C: Double 

labeling of ADIPD SNpc with ISEL (F/TC) and anti-HLA (LN3) antibody (Cy3). 

Two cells with broken-up neuromelanin (C) and condensed ISEL+ chromatin 

(A; arrows) are encased within microglia (A and B; arrowheads). D to F: Double

labeling of DLBD SNpc with anti-tyrosine hydroxylase (Cy3) and anti-HLA 

(F/TC) . An apoptotic-/ike body contained within a microglial phagosome (D) is 

TH+ (D and E; arrows); SNpc neurons with and without TH labeling are also 

seen (arrowheads). A and D: FITC!propidium. iodide channel. B and E: 

Rhodamine channel. C and F: Bright field. Magnification, X343 (A to C), and 

X420 (D to F). 
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changes in ca~es of Lewy body disease. Apopto~is is best described using . 

morphological criteria at the light microscopic and ultrastructural level 

(156). ISEL enhances the ability to discover these apoptotic profiles but needs 

to be united with a morphological description to allow a distinction to be 

made between apoptosis and primary necrosis (104). Early apoptotic 

changes are characteristically harder to locate, presumably due to their 

transient nature (87). Consistent with this, 6 to 10% (control, AD, AD/PD, 

and DLBD) or 30% (PD) of the apoptotic-like figures seen were classified as 

early. The fact that the SNpc neurons are melanized allows a distinct 

advantage in tracing the cytoplasmic remnants of this population of 

neurons after cell death. Apoptotic-like bodies were recognized by the break

up of the neuromelanin into clumps closely associated with in situ end

labeled chromatin. Ultrastructural analysis confirmed the presence of 

chromatin condensation and apoptotic-like bodies. The absence of rough 

endoplasmic reticulum that we noted in apoptotic-like bodies has been 

documented in several cell types (112, 157, 158). 

SNpc-derived neuromelanin remnants have previously been described 

within microglia (155, 159). Our immunohistochemistry results show the 

presence of in situ end-labeled DNA and neuromelanin within reactive 

microglia. Some neuromelanin-containing phagosomes stain positive for 

tyrosine hydroxylase, confirming the SNpc origin of the phagosomal 

contents and possibly suggesting they were derived from intact membrane 

bound structures. Phagocytosis. of apoptotic bodies by surrounding cells is a 

basic tenant of the original description of apoptosis (87). Our results 

indicate that apoptotic-like bodies are undergo!ng phagocytosis by 

microglia. We did not find evidence of glial apoptosis, aithough this may be 
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occurring. Remnants of end-labeled DNA and neuromelanin were also 

seen that did not appear to be contained within apoptotic-like bodies or 

microglia. These remnants may have been the result of secondary necrosis 

of apoptotic-like bodies or primary necrosis of SNpc neurons or even of 

microglia (94). 

Primary necrosis as the major form of cell death in Lewy body disease 

seems unlikely. The type of inflammatory necrosis that has been described 

for encephalitic infections of the substantia nigra (160) has not been 

described in idiopathic PD, nor was there evidence of inflammation or 

lymphocytic infiltration in our cases. The range of morphology we have 

described covers the likely progression seen in apoptosis, and the formation 

of apoptotic-like bodies particularly points to apoptosis rather than other 

types of cell death (91). Finally, the ultrastructural data do not show the 

nuclear and cytoplasmic swelling or vacuole formation typical of primary 

necrosis. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that some primary 

necrosis has taken place in addition to apoptosis, as has been reported for 

AD (133). 

The substantia nigra normally undergoes cell death during aging (4); the 

data presented here suggests that this sporadic neuronal loss may be due to 

apoptosis. Descriptions of SNpc cell death in normal aging are strongly 

reminiscent of apoptosis: nuclear and cytoplasmic shrinkage and 

aggregation of neuromelanin, which we interpret as apoptotic-like bodies 

(161). 

In a previous report, apoptosis was not detected in Parkinsonian SNpc 

probed with ISEL (134). There may have been technical reasons for this; the 

authors did not get labeling with DNAse treatment of the SNpc as a positive 
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control, and they used diaminobenzidine, which produces a brown reaction 

product that may have been difficult to distinguish from neuromelanin. To 

avoid this potential difficulty a fluorescent label was used in the current 

study. Apoptotic SNpc neurons were identified in a recent electron 

microscopic study of cell death in PD (144). SNpc neurons were also 

observed undergoing autolytic cell death. We were not able to rule out the 

possibility that some of our early apoptotic-like cell death was due to 

autolysis, as chromatin condensation may occur during autolytic cell death 

(91). However, as autolytic cell death does not involve formation of apoptotic 

bodies, the late apoptotic-like changes we observed were mostly not the 

result of autolytic cell death. Thus the majority of apoptotic-like changes we 

observed were not due to autolysis. 

Time Course of Apoptotic-Like Changes 

The level of apoptotic-like changes seen in the AD/PD and DLBD cases 

appeared to be much too high for a progressive neurodegenerative disorder. 

Apoptosis takes only a few hours in vitro (87, 114, 131, 162). Therefore, one 

would expect the SNpc of cases with 8 to 11% apoptotic-like changes to be 

depleted of neurons in months, whereas Lewy body-associated disorders 

may progress over 10 to 15 years. However, although early stages of 

apoptosis proceed quickly, apoptotic bodies (free or within phagosomes) may 

be detected for some time after apoptosis has been initiated. Examples are 

the Councilman or acidophilic bodies of the liver, Civette bodies in lichen 

planus, and sunbum cells of the epidermis (87). The AD/PD and DLBD 

cases we examined had 0.4 to 0.9% of the total number of SNpc cells 
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undergoing early apoptotic-like changes, whereas 8 to 11% of total SNpc 

neurons showed late apoptotic-like changes. Furthermore, in Lewy body

associated disorders it is possible that the phagocytic system is 

overwhelmed when large numbers of cells are dying by an apoptotic-like 

mechanism, or that SNpc glia as well as neurons are affected by the 

degenerative process. Apoptotic bodies that are not phagocytosed may 

persist for an extended period prior to undergoing secondary necrosis due 

to breakdown of the surrounding membrane (87). In a recent study, human 

SNpc neuromelanin was injected into rat midbrain (163). The rat microglia 

responded slowly to this insult; some neuromelanin remained in the 

neuropil and within phagosomes even 6 months after injection. The 

authors concluded that microglia could not easily digest neuromelanin, 

supporting the theory that remnants of apoptotic-like bodies may remain 

long after cell death has taken place. 

Apoptotic-Like Changes in Lewy Body Disease 

The PD cases we examined had large amounts of SNpc cell loss and some 

apoptotic-like changes, although there was great variability among cases. 

In contrast, the DLBD and AD/PD cases had less SNpc neuronal loss than 

the PD cases and more apoptotic-like changes. This suggests that the rate of 

cell death·may vary during Lewy body-associated SNpc degeneration. It has 

been reported that PD patients have a 45% cell loss in the first decade after 

the onset of symptoms, which tapers off as the illness progresses (4). As the 

DLBD and AD/PD cases had more SNpc neurons, they may be at an earlier 

stage of degeneration than the PD cases. Furthermore, several DLBD and 
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AD/PD cases had no evidence of parkinsonian symptoms or levodopa 

therapy. These cases, diagnosed with SNpc damage at autopsy, appear to 

have preclinical parkinsonism with dementia either of the Alzheimer type 

(AD/PD) or the Lewy body type (DLBD). The fact that higher amounts of 

apoptotic-like changes were seen in the DLBD and AD/PD brains than in 

the PD brains supports the hypothesis that there is a high level of cell death 

in earlier stages of Lewy body disease, which tapers off in later stages (2, 

159). This tapering off may be because the PD cases have few remaining 

SNpc neurons, and the surviving neurons may be less vulnerable to the 

disease process. Alternatively, the disease process involving cortical 

dementia (AD/PD and DLBD) may be different from that of pure 

parkinsonism (PD). 

Our study as well as others have shown that postmortem time does not 

appear to affect the amount of ISEL (133, 134, 164). However, premortem 

influences may be a factor. Lassmann and colleagues have suggested that 

the primary pathology of AD may require other precipitating events to 

initiate apoptosis, such as hypoxia or vascular changes, just before the 

death of the patient (133). The cause of death of the patient may therefore 

affect the amount of apoptosis seen in the brain. We could not address this 

issue due to lack of information about the immediate cause of death and 

agonal state for many of the cases in this study. 

Diverse pathogenic factors may contribute to SNpc neuronal death in PD 

and related disorders (56, 58, 75, 165). Several of these factors have been 

shown to cause apoptosis of cultured cells, such as dopamine toxicity (140), 

inhibition of cytochrome P450 (14V or mitochondrial activity (125, 131), and 

induction of oxidative stress (142). We also cannot rule out direct DNA 
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damage including ISEL+ fragmentation as a result of oxidative stress . 

. This might represent a nonapoptotic form of cell death that shares some of 

the features of apoptosis. 

It has been shown in a number of systems that cell death via apoptosis 

can be reduced or prevented. For example, apoptosis can be inhibited by 

overexpression of bcl-2 in some instances (109-111), the addition of growth 

factors has been shown to rescue some neurons from developmental or 

induced apoptosis (114, 115, 121, 122), and withdrawal of glial cell line

derived neurotrophic fa~tor (GDNF) from cultured dopaminergic neurons, 

a model for SNpc neurons, causes cell death (118). In addition, GDNF 

treatment rescues dopaminergic neurons in vivo from cell death due to 

axotomy (120) or induced by 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine 

CMPTP) (119). The current study provides evidence that suggests that SNpc 

neurons may be dying via apoptosis in Lewy body-associated disorders. If 

so, then it provides a rational basis on which to explore ways to prevent cell 

death in these disorders by growth factor treatment or targeted gene 

therapy. Interfering with the apoptotic pathway in these neurodegenerative 

disorders may be valuable as it has the potential to rescue neurons even in 

the presence of the ongoing disease process. 
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CHAPTER III. "Contribution of somal Lewy bodies to neuronal death" 

In Chapter II SNpc neuronal perikarya and neuronal fragments 

(apoptotic-like bodies) were identified by virtue of the naturally-occurring 

neuromelanin pigment, but no specific label for LBs was employed. The 

next study (Chapter III) was undertaken to identify what proportion of 

SNpc neurons undergoing cell death contained LBs. LBs are abnormal 

cytoplasmic inclusions which are considered diagnostic of PD, and are 

found in areas associated with neuronal degeneration (5, 6, 166). However, 

it is not known specifically if LB-containing neurons are more likely to 

undergo cell death than SNpc neurons without LBs. Therefore, we double

labeled cases of AD/PD and diffuse Lewy body disease (using ISEL and anti

ubiquitin immunohistochemistry) in order to identify LB-containing SNpc 

neurons that were undergoing apoptotic-like changes. 
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A. Abstract 

Neuronal degeneration occurs in the substantia nigra pars compacta 

(SNpc) of patients with Parkinson's disease and other Lewy body-associated 

disorders. Lewy bodies (LBs) are abnormal inclusions found in the SNpc 

and other neurons of these patients. It is not known what role LBs play in 

the disease process. We have previously shown that some of the neuronal 

death occurring in the SNpc of Lewy body-associated disorders resembles 

apoptosis. The present study was undertaken to determine whether 

apoptotic-like changes were more common in SNpc neurons with somal 

LBs compared to those without somal LBs. Substantia nigra from cases of 

Lewy body-associated disorders were labeled to colocalize apoptotic-like 

changes and LBs using in situ end-labeling and anti-ubiquitin antibody. 

Three cases demonstrated that SNpc neurons with LBs in the perikarya 

had the same amount of apoptotic-like changes as SNpc neurons without 

somal LBs. One case had no LB-containing SNpc neurons undergoing 

apoptotic-like cell death. The majority of SNpc neurons undergoing 

apoptotic-like cell death did not appear to contain somal LBs. These results 

support the theory that the presence of a somal LB does not predispose a 

neuron to undergo apoptotic-like cell death. 

Key words: apoptosis, in situ end-labeling, Lewy body, Parkinson's disease, 

diffuse Lewy body disease, neurodegeneration, substantia nigra 
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B. Introduction 

Parkinson's disease and other Lewy body-associated disorders are 

characterized neuropathologically by the presence of LBs in the SNpc, as 

well as in other brainstem, cortical and peripheral nervous system sites (5); 

Lewy bodies are eosinophilic inclusion bodies occurring in the cell body, 

axons and dendrites of neurons, which appear to be composed mainly of 

neurofilaments that may be inappropriately phosphorylated, proteolytically 

truncated and ubiquinated [reviewed in ref. (43) and (44)]. Advanced 

glycation end-products, which are potentiated by oxidative stress, have also 

been described in LBs (167). Thus LBs may be correlated with pathological 

changes in the cell. 

Apoptosis is a type of cell death ~th specific morphological and 

biochemical distinctions [reviewed in ref. (90)]. Morphological changes 

include nuclear and cytoplasmic condensation, formation of membrane

bound apoptotic bodies variably containing organelles and chromatin in 

condensed cytoplasm, and subsequent phagocytosis by surrounding cells, 

including macrophages or microglia. DNA undergoes specific 

endonucleolytic cleavage during apoptosis (95, 168), leaving free 3'-hydroxyl 

ends that can be detected using an in situ end-labeling technique (ISEL) 

(102, 103). 

The death of neurons by apoptosis or an apoptotic-like process has been 

recently described in several neurodegenerative disorders, including Lewy 

body disorders [Parkinson's disease (PD), concomitant 

Alzheimer/Parkinson's disease (AD/PD) and diffuse Lewy body disease 

(DLBD) (144, 169)], Alzheimer's disease (AD) (132, 133, 135), amyotrophic 
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lateral sclerosis (ALS) (134, 136, 137) and Huntington's chorea (134, 138), 

although other studies have not seen evidence of apoptosis in AD (139), ALS 

(139) and PD (134). 

There is some evidence that neuropathological inclusions may affect the 

rate of cell death. For example, Alzheimer neurofibrillary tangles, like LBs, 

are cytoskeletal accumulations which are abnormally phosphorylated and 

ubiquinated. They are composed of the A68 phosphorylated form of the 

microtubule-associated protein tau (10). Neurons with and without 

neurofibrillary tangles have been shown to undergo apoptosis in AD (132, 

133); one study (133) showed tangle-bearing neurons to be three times more 

likely to undergo apoptotic cell death than neurons without tangles. 

It is not known whether LBs have deleterious effects on the cells 

containing them. As LBs are composed of abnormal neurofilaments, their 

presence may indicate a general aberration of the cytoskeleton; and could 

directly contribute to the death ofSNpc neurons (43). Alternatively, LBs may 

occur as an epiphenomenon of the primary pathology and have little or no 

effect on neuronal death. We have previously shown that many SNpc 

neurons die by an apoptotic-like process in patients with Lewy body

associated disorders. In the present study we address the question of 

whether the presence of a somal-LB correlates with increased apoptotic-like 

cell death, by examining the occurrence of apoptotic-like changes in SNpc 

neurons with and without sonial LBs. 
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C. Materials and Methods 

Human tissue 

The McLean Hospital Brain Tissue Resource Center at Harvard Medical 

School (Boston, MA) provided archival human tissue. Cases of concomitant 

ADIPD met standard neuropathological criteria for both diseases, and are 

likely to be classified as the Lewy body variant of Alzheimer's disease by 

current standards at McLean Hospital. DLBD cases did not meet the 

consensus criteria for AD, but demonstrated extensive cortical LBs and 

subcortical changes typical of PD [see ref. 169 for neuropathological criteria 

for all diseases]. The postmortem interval for each case was 16 hr or less 

(Table 1). 

Immunohistochemistry 

Two cases of AD/PD and two cases of DLBD with previously 

demonstrated high levels of apoptotic-like changes were examined (169). 

Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded midbrains were sectioned at 10 microns 

and mounted on gelatin- or silane-coated slides. Every third section was 

stained for in situ end-labeling and ubiquitin, then counterstained with 

propidium iodide. Free 3'-hydroxyl ends of DNA were detected using the 

Apoptag kit (Oncor, Gaithersburg, MD), following the manufacturer's 

directions except that microwave antigen retrieval (154) was substituted for 

the protease treatment step, and an anti-ubiquitin antibody was applied 

before the terminal transferase reaction. Deparaffinized, rehydrated 
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sections were microwaved for 1.5-3 min in citrate buffer (0.01M, pH 6.5), 

blocked for 10 min (3% normal goat serum in 0.1M tris/0.25% tween 20) and 

incubated in anti-ubiquitin antibody (1510; Chemicon, Temecula, CA; 

1:2000) overnight at 4°C. The terminal transferase reaction was then 

carried out followed by incubation in both secondary antibodies, anti

digoxigenin-fluorescein isothiocyanate antibody (FITC; Apoptag kit) and 

anti-mouse IgG-Cy3 antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA; 

1:100). Subsequently, the sections were counterstained with propidium 

iodide (0.5Jlg/ml), mounted in Vectashield (Vector Laboratories, 

Burlingame, CA) and viewed using either a fluorescein/propidium iodide 

double filter or a rhodamine filter on a Zeiss Axiophot microscope. Sections 

were examined using a 40X objective lens. 

Only neuromelanin-containing neurons of the SNpc and paranigral 

nucleus, which is in close proximity to the SNpc, were considered. The 

paranigral nucleus is known to undergo degeneration and LB 

accumulation similar to the SNpc in Lewy body disorders (1). Pigmented 

paranigral and SNpc neuronal nuclei were counted across an entire 

midbrain hemisection and categorized as normal or apoptotic-like. Normal 

SNpc nuclei were large and euchromatic, often . with a prominent 

nucleolus. Criteria adopted for defining apoptotic-like changes included 1) 

ISEL-positive (ISEL+) chromatin and 2) condensation of the labeled 

. chromatin, with or without degeneration into clumps and strands. These 

nuclear changes appeared in intact SNpc neurons (with or without LBs) as 

well as in clusters of neuromelanin-containing fragments (apoptotic-like 

bodies) with or without LBs. Swelling of ISEL+ nuclei, indicative of primary 

necrosis (oncosis) was not seen. Necrosis, possibly secondary to apoptotic-
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like changes, was seen as free strands of ISEL+ chromatin associated with 

free neuromelanin. 

LB-containing SNpc neurons were counted for each case and nuclei 

were scored as normal or apoptotic-like. The total number of non-LB

containing neurons with normal or apoptotic-like nuclei were also counted 

in the same sections. The amount of apoptotic-like changes for each 

population of cells (with and without somal LBs) was compared using a z

test for the difference between two proportions. 

Electron Microscopy 

Electron microscopy was performed on archival formalin-fixed SNpc 

from two DLBD cases as previously described (169). Briefly, the tissue was 

postfixed in glutaraldehyde followed by osmium tetroxide fixation. The 

tissues were then stained with uranyl acetate and embedded in Epon. Thin 

sections (60-70nm) were contrast-enhanced by double staining with uranyl 

acetate and lead citrate. Sections were viewed on a Zeiss 902 transmission 

electron microscope at 80kV. 

D. Results 

In situ end-labeling of AD/PD and DLBD cases demonstrated apoptotic

like changes in LB-containing SNpc neurons (Figure 1). SNpc neurons and 

their remnants can be unequivocally identified by the presence of 

neuromelanin. In contrast to a normal euchromatic nucleus (Figure lA), 

SNpc nuclei undergoing early apoptotic-like changes were ISEL+ and 



Figure 1. Apoptotic-like changes in Lewy body-containing nigra/ neurons. 

SNpc neurons are double-labeled with anti-ubiquitin antibody (Cy3, red) to 

detect LBs and /SEL (fluorescein). A, F and G are counterstained with 

propidium iodide (red) to show nucleic acid. LB-containing SNpc neurons with 

a normal nucleus (A and B) and those undergoing early apoptotic-like changes 

(C to E and F to H) as well as late apoptotic-/ike changes (I and J) are depicted. 

(A and B): ALB (arrow)-containing SNpc neuron with a typical normal nucleus 

(arrowheads) and a prominent nucleolus. (C to H): LB (small arrow)-containing 

neurons undergoing early apoptotic-like changes. /SEL+ chromatin is 

condensed (C and F, large arrows) and the cell has intact neuromelanin (E and 

H, arrowheads), indicating early changes. The condensed ISEL+ chromatin in 

panel F is also labeled with propidium iodide (G, large arrow). Occasionally a 

LB is lightly ISEL+ (F, small arrow). (I and J): A LB-containing SNpc neuron 

undergoing late apoptotic-like changes. The neuromelanin is broken up into 

clumps (J, arrowheads), indicating late apoptotic-like changes (formation of 

apoptotic-/ike bodies). One of the apoptotic-/ike bodies contains ISEL+ 

condensed DNA (large arrow) and two LBs are present (small arrows). An 

adjacent SNpc neuron (asterisk) with an apparently normal nucleus is lightly 

/SEL+ (not considered apoptotic). (A,C,D,F, and 1): Fluorescein/propidium 

iodide filter (G): Rhodamine filter (B, E, H, and J): Bright field. Magnification: (A 

toE, I andJ): 572X; (F to H), 416X 
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condensed (Figure 1, C to H). We have defined early apoptotic-like changes 

as those ISEL+ neurons having an intact cell body (Figure 1, C to H). LB

containing neurons can also be seen undergoing late apoptotic-like 

changes, in which the cell body has broken up into apoptotic-like bodies 

(Figure 1, I and J). SNpc neurons without LBs also demonstrate early and 

late apoptotic-like changes (data not shown). 

Electron micrographs of a LB-containing neuron undergoing early 

apoptotic-like changes is shown in Figure 2. Normal SNpc nuclei are large 

and euchromatic, often containing a large nucleolus (Figure 2A). By 

contrast, apoptotic-like nuclei may be highly condensed (Figure 2, B to D). 

Apoptotic-like bodies were seen apparently budding off the cell body (Figure 

2, B to D). Figure 2, C and D are from sections greater than 1001lJD. apart, 

demonstrating that the nucleus is uniformly condensed. 

The percentage of apoptotic-like changes out of total neurons was 

calculated for two populations of SNpc neurons, those with somal LBs and 

those without somal LBs. The total number of apoptotic-like cells for all four 

cases was much greater in SNpc neurons without LBs (total of 357) than in 

those with LBs (total of 11). Thus, most of the SNpc neurons undergoing 

apoptotic-like cell death do not contain somal LBs. Furthermore, the 

number of apoptotic-like changes observed between the two populations was 

not significantly different in three of the cases examined (Table 1). The 

fourth case showed no apoptotic-like changes in any LB-containing cells. 

Therefore, it appears that the presence of somal LBs does not predispose an 

SNpc neuron to undergo apoptotic-like cell death at a rate greater than the 

general population of SNpc neurons. 



Figure 2. Ultrastructure of apoptotic-like SNpc neurons. 

Electron micrographs of a DLBD case depict a normal nucleus in a non-LB

containing SNpc neuron (A), and a LB-containing SNpc neuron undergoing 

apoptotic-/ike cell death (B to D). A: This typical euchromatic nucleus 

(membrane outlined by arrowheads) contains a large nucleolus (arrow). B to D: 

In contrast, this apoptotic-like nucleus is highly condensed (arrowhead). C and 

D are approximately 1 OOp apart, showing that the nucleus is solidly condensed. 

Possible apoptotic-like bodies are seen in panels B and C (open arrows) . LB, 

Lewy body; NM, neuromelanin. Bar,7pm (A and B); Bar, 1.7pm (C); Bar, 1.1pm 

(D). 
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Tablel. Apoptotic-like changes in SNpc neurons with and without LBs; 

comparison of numbers of apoptotic-like changes in LB-containing SNpc 

neurons vs. non-LB-containing SNpc neurons using a z-test for the 

difference between two P,roportions. ,, 
\' 
\ 

Total #neurons 
Diagnosis Age (yr) PMI (hr) # wiLEs ALC w/o LBs ALC w/LBs 

neurons 

AD/PD 00 5.5 1240 91 6.63% 8.51%a 

AD/PD 77 12.4 1580 40 3.64% 2.5o%a 

DLBD 75 3.3 1922 54 5.89% 3.7o%a 

DLBD 61 16 1244 00 9.97% O%b 

a Not significantly different 

b Significantly different; p=0.0016 

AD/PD; concomitant Alzheimer's/Parkinson's disease; ALC, apoptotic-like 

changes; DLBD, diffuse Lewy body disease; LB, Lewy body; PMI, 

postmortem interval; SNpc, substantia nigra pars compacta 
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E. Discussion 

Apoptotic-like changes have recently been described in the SNpc of PD, 

AD/PD and DLBD cases, using ISEL and ultrastructural analysis (144, 

169). The finding of large numbers of late apoptotic-like figures, 

particularly in AD/PD and DLBD cases, may be due to the persistence of 

apoptotic-like bodies in the neuropil or within microglial phagosomes long 

after cell death has taken place (as discussed previously in ref. 169). In the 

current study, SNpc neurons with and without somal LBs were seen 

undergoing apoptotic-like changes. LB-containing SNpc neurons do not 

appear to be more likely to undergo apoptotic-like cell death than SNpc 

neurons without somal LBs. Most SNpc neurons do not contain LBs, and 

our study showed that most SNpc neurons undergoing apoptotic-like cell 

death did not contain somal LBs. These results support the theory that the 

presence of a somal LB does not predispose a neuron to undergo apoptotic

like cell death. 

There are several caveats to the interpretation of this data. One 

consideration is the length of time a LB persists in the cell once apoptotic

like changes have begun. It is possible that LBs are degraded more rapidly 

in an apoptotic-like body than neuromelanin or other constituents; if this is 

the case then some cell fragments identified as non-LB-containing may 

have contained LBs. We have previously shown that some apoptotic-like 

bodies are contained within activated microglia (169). As human 

neuromelanin appears to be difficult to phagocytose (163), it is conceivable 

that LB filaments may be digested and disappear from an apoptotic-like 

body before the neuromelanin had been digested. However, the fact that LBs 
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are highly insoluble (54, 170) argues against this possibility. Another 

potential problem involves identification of LBs in 10fUil sections of SNpc 

tissue. The average diameter of a melanized SNpc neuron (Type I) is 40-

651.lm (171). As brainstem LBs are usually greater than 15fUil (44), it is 

possible that we are only identifying 25-50% of the LB-containing neurons in 

a 10fUil section. Therefore, some of the apoptotic-like neurons we identified 

as non-LB-containing may have had aLB in an adjacent section of the same 

cell. Although numerous biochemical differences have been found 

between parkinsonian and age-matched control SNpc neurons, neurons 

with and without LBs appear in _general to be similarly affected. For 

example, parkinsonian SNpc neurons with and without somal LBs have a 

similar reduction in protein and mRNA levels of tyrosine hydroxylase, the 

rate limiting enzyme in dopamine synthesis, compared to age-matched 

controls (172, 173). Dendritic morphological abnormalities found in 

parkinsonian SNpc are similar in LB- and non-LB-containing neurons 

(174). Cell size and nucleolar size also do not appear to differ between LB

and non-LB-containing SNpc neurons (175). While there are differences in 

neurofilament-L mRNA levels between Lewy body-associated disease cases 

and control SNpc neurons, there are no differences between LB- and non

LB-containing SNpc neurons (176-178). One exception to this pattern is that 

LB-containing SNpc neurons have significantly reduced levels of 

neurofilament-H mRNA compared to nearby non-LB-containing neurons 

(176, 178). It appears that most of the parameters that have been studied in 

SNpc neurons with and without somal LBs are very similar. This pattern is 

in agreement with our observation that neurons with somal LBs undergo 
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apoptotic-like cell death at the same frequency as SNpc neurons without 

somal LBs. 

The question arises as to why somal LBs are correlated with areas of 

neurodegeneration and yet do not appear to predispose a neuron to cell 
' 

death. LBs may be an epiphenomenon of the disease process. The primary 

pathology of the disease may kill many, but not all, neurons in a vulnerable 

population such as the SNpc, and LBs may form in some of the surviving 

neurons. There is some evidence that neurons that survive an apoptotic 

stimulus undergo reversible changes in their cellular metabolism. For 

example, it has been shown that auditory neurons that survive an apoptotic 

stimulus (denervation or cochlear removal) have an increased 

mitochondrial oxidative capacity (179) and have undergone a change in 

ribosomal RNA conformation (180). In line with this idea, it is possible that 

in LeWY body-associated disorders, some neurons die quickly, while others 

survive the initial pathological insult but suffer damage that leads to the 

formation of LBs. One type of cellular damage that may lead to LB 

formation, oxidative damage, has been well described in parkinsonian 

SNpc neurons (69, 70, 167, 181). Oxidative damage has also been shown in 

vitro to cause neurofilament crosslinking, which could initiate LB 

formation (182, 183, Hill, unpublished observations). Also, altered activity 

(due to oxidative or other damage) of protein kinases or phosphatases might 

result in abnormal phosphorylation of neurofilaments (43). Abnormal 

phosphorylation could in turn affect neurofilament transport and result in 

accumulation of .neurofilament proteins in the neuronal soma, possibly 

contributing to LeWY body formation. If these events occur as a result of 
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pathological processes of the disease without killing the neuron, then the 

presence of a somal LB may be an epiphenomenon of the disease process. 

Finally, we have only examined SNpc neurons that have LBs in the 

perikarya, but axonal and dendritic inclusions resembling LBs also occur 

in the SNpc and nigrostriatal tract (184-88, Hill, unpublished observations). 

It is possible that process LBs (or spheroid bodies) adversely affect cell 

survival even though somal LBs apparently do not. The role of ubiquinated 

dystrophic neurites and Lewy-like process. inclusions warrants further 

investigation as a possible contributing factor to SNpc cell death. 

In conclusion, we have found that a subset of SNpc neurons in Lewy 

body-associated disorders undergo apoptotic-like cell death regardless of 

whether or not they contain somal LBs, and that most SNpc neurons 

undergoing apoptotic-like cell death do not contain somal LBs. 
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CHAPTER IV. Unpublished ~ata 

A. Bcl-2 Expression 

The protooncogene bcl-2 has been shown to rescue many cell types from 

apoptosis in vitro. and in vivo (109-111, 128-130). The bcl-2 protein is believed 

to act in concert with other members of the same gene family (e.g. Bax, Bcl

X) to determine cell survival (111, 189-192). Bax and bcl-2 have homologous 

binding domains, through which they may interact with each other. 

Homodimers of bax have a death-promoting effect that counterbalances the 

death-inhibiting effect of bax/bcl-2 heterodimers (bcl-2 homodimers do not 

seem to be necessary for cell survival) (191). Although its mechanism of 

action is unknown, bcl-2 is able to inhibit apoptosis initiated by oxidative 

stress (193, 194) or increased intracellular calcium (195). Bcl-2 has been 

shown to rescue a substantia nigral cell line from apoptosis induced by 

various insults (110). The bcl-2 protein is expressed in normal human 

cortex and spinal cord (137, 196-198) as well as in brains of patients with 

neurodegenerative disorders such as PD (199), AD (196, 197) and 

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (137, 197). We attempted to determine whether 

bcl-2 protein expression could be correlated with apoptotic-like cell death in 

SNpc neurons. 
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One case of concomitant AD/PD with high levels of apoptotic-like 

changes was chosen for labeling with a polyclonal anti-bcl-2 antibody 

(Pharmingen, San Diego, CA). Formalin-fixed 10 J.Lm paraffin sections 

were deparaffinized (2 X 5 min in xylene) and rehydrated through a graded 

series of ethanol (2 X 100%, 2 X 95%, 1 X 80%, and 1 X 70%; 2 min each). 

Sections were subsequently microwave-heated for antigen retrieval (heated 

for 2 X 5 min in 0.01M citrate buffer, pH 6.5) and blocked for 10 min (3% 

normal goat serum in 0.1M Tris/0.25% Tween 20). The polyclonal bcl-2 

antibody (1:100-1:400 in 1% normal goat serum in Tris/Tween 20) was 

applied overnight at 4°C. The sections were then washed in Tris/Tween 20, 

and a Cy3-conjugated. anti-rabbit antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch, 

West Grove, PA; 1:100 in 1% normal goat serum in Tris/Tween 20) was 

applied for 30 min at 25°C. Sections were viewed under a Zeiss axiophot 

microscope with UV illumination using a 40X objective. 

Anti-bcl-2 staining of SNpc neurons was punctate (Figure 8, A and B), 

and centered over the cytoplasm~ consistent with previous descriptions of 

human CNS staining (137, 196). Many but not all SNpc neurons were 

labeled. It was unclear whether the labeling was due to expression of the 

bcl-2 protein, to nonspecific adherence of the antibody to neuromelanin, or 

to nonspecific binding to some other component of SNpc neurons. 
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It has been shown that the lipofuscin component of neurons is labeled 

with anti-bcl-2 antibody in a number of neurodegenerative disorders (197). 

Our data was in agreement with this analysis, making it impossible to 

determine the expression patterns of bcl-2 protein amidst the staining due 

to lipofuscin. This staining may be due to accumulation of the bcl-2 protein 

in the endosome-lysosome system (of which lipofuscin is an end-stage 

component) (197), or the staining may be due to nonspecific binding of the 

antibody to lipofuscin. 



Figure 8. Labeling of SNpc neurons with anti-bcl-2 and anti-LeY 

SNpc neurons labeled with anti-bcl-2 (A and B) and anti-LeY (C to F) 

antibodies. (A and B): Punctate bcl-2 staining (Cy3) can be seen over the 

cytoplasm of SNpc ne~rons. (C and D): Rare LeY+ SNpc neuron containing a 

LB (Cy3; arrowheads). (E and F): LeY+ blood vessels (Cy3; arrowheads) can 

be seen in the SNpc. A, C, E: Fluoresceinlpropidium iodide channel; B, D, F: 

Bright Field. Magnification,: A and B, 1, 111X; C and D,683X; E and F, 60BX. 
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B. LeY Expression 

The LeY ~ntigen is a plasmalemma carbohyckate moiety that may be 

expressed very early in apoptosis in several cancer cell lines (200-202). 

Many cells expressing LeY appear to be undergoing apoptosis, but not all; 

this suggests that the LeY antigen may appear before late apoptotic 

changes take place, possibly labeling cells which are committed to apoptosis 

(201). The LeY antigen is present in spinal cord motor neurons of patients 

with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, but is not found in control spinal cord 

(136). Furthermore, some LeY-positive motor neurons undergo apoptosis, 

as identified by in situ end-labeling (136). 

In an attempt to further characterize the type of cell death faking place 

in SNpc neurons ofLewy body-associated disorders, sections of diffuse Lewy 

body disease were labeled with anti-LeY antibody. 

Two cases of diffuse Lewy body disease with high levels of apoptotic-like 

changes were labeled with anti-LeY antibody (kindly provided by Dr. 

Masakazu Adachi). Formalin-fixed 10 IJ.m paraffin sections were 

deparaffinized and rehydrated as above. Sections were microwaved for 1-2.5 

min (0.01M citrate buffer, pH 6.0) and blocked for 10 min (3% normal goat 

serum in 0.1M Tris/0.25% Tween 20). Sections were incubated in the 

monoclonal (IgM) LeY antibody (1:10 in 1% normal goat serum in 

Tris/Tween 20) overnight at 4°C. The sections were then washed in 

Tris/Tween· 20, and a Cy3-conjugated anti-mouse antibody (Jackson 
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ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA; 1:100 in 1% normal goat serum in 

Tris/Tween 20) was applied for 30 min at 25°C. Sections were mounted in 

Vectashield (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) and viewed under a 

Zeiss axiophot microscope with UV illumination using a 40X objective. 

Using DAB as a substrate for immunohistochemistry, no structures 

(i.e. cells, blood vessels, etc.) were labeled with LeY, although the positive 

control section was appropriately labeled (data not shown). Due to the 

difficulty of identifying DAB staining in a neuromelanin-containing 

neuron, we next used Cy3 fluorescence to label the LeY antibody. Only one 

SNpc neuron, containing a large LB, was seen to have LeY labeling in its 

cell body and dendrites (Figure 8, C and D). No other SNpc neurons, 

neuronal fragments or glia showed positive staining. A few blood vessels 

were labeled, but it was unclear if this staining was an artifact (Figure 8, E 

and F). The diffuse Lewy body disease case used for the LeY labeling 

demonstrated 15% apoptotic-like changes, 21% of which were classified as 

early changes (the other 79% were late apoptotic-like changes); I therefore 

examined numerous structures for possible LeY staining. It appears as 

though the LeY antigen is expressed at very low levels, or is not expressed, 

in apoptotic-like cell death of human SNpc neurons, or the antigen is lost 

during the postmortem interval. SNpc apoptotic-like cell death may have a 

different genetic program or cascade from that seen in cancer cells and in 

ALS motoneurons undergoing apoptosis. In this context, it should be noted 

that not all cancer cell lines and tumors express the LeY antigen during 

apoptosis (203-207). 
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C. Negative controls for in situ end-labeling 

To demonstrate the specificity of the TdT reaction, TdT enzyme was 

heat-inactivated (65°C, 10 min) (153). A section of AD SNpc was treated with 

excess protease (201lg/ml proteinase K, 15 min, room temperature) to show 

in situ end-labeling of normal as well as apoptotic-like nuclei (Figure 9, A 

and B). Treatment of an adjacent section with excess protease, with 

substitution of heat-inactivated TdT enzyme shows no ISEL+ cells, either 

normal or apoptotic-like (Figure 9, C and D). 

Propidium iodide counterstaining of in situ end-labeled tissue sections 
.. 

shows both the DNA in nuclei and the RNA in Nissel substance. Therefore, 

we did not routinely treat sections with RNAse to eliminate this background 

staining. To show that the TdT enzyme is specific for DNA, a section of PD 

SNpc was treated with RNAse A (1001lg/ml, 15 min, 37°C) and subsequently 

in situ end-labeled. As expected, Nissel substance, but not chromatin, was 

unlabeled with propidium iodide and the ISEL reaction appeared unaltered 

(Figure 9, E and F). Therefore, the TdT reaction appears to be specific for 

DNA. 



Figure 9. Negative controls for in situ end-labeling 

In situ end-labeling of SNpc tissue using excess protease (A to D), heat

inactivated terminal transferase enzyme (C and D), and/or RNAse treatment (E 

and F). ISEL is fluorescein + and nuclei are counterstained with propidium 

iodide (red). (A and B): ISEL + apoptotic-like SNpc neuron in a section treated 

with excess protease to maximize ISEL labeling. (C and D): SNpc nucleus 

unstained for ISEL when using heat-inactivated terminal transferase enzyme 

and excess protease. (E and F): ISEL + apoptotic-like SNpc neuron in a section 

treated with RNAse enzyme. A, C, E: Fluorescein/propidium iodide channel; B, 

D, F: Bright Field. Magnification,: A, B, E and F, 841X; C and D, 730X. 
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D; Additional statistical analysis 

The percentage of apoptotic-like changes was compared between groups 

using the Wilcoxon rank sum test, which is less subject to bias when using 

percentages than analysis of variance. Table 1 shows that the results were 

similar to those seen with analysis of variance, i.e. AD/PD and diffuse Lewy 

body disease had significantly higher levels of apoptotic-like changes than 

non-Lewy body controls (AD and control cases). In addition, PD cases were 

also significantly higher than controls. 



Table 4. Statistical analysis of apoptotic-like changes of AD I PD, diffuse 

Lewy body disease (DLBD)and PD cases compared to AD and control (non

Lewy body disease) cases using the Wilcoxon rank sum test 

Diagnosis 

Control 

AD 

AD/PD 

DLBD 

PD 

%ALC* 

0.73 

1.82 

0.23 

0.56 

2.55 

0.17 

1.68 

3.74 

13.73 

9.74 

5.06 

2.72 

14.58 

12.39 

16.13 

7.87 

9.61 

13.91 

8.87 

6.07 

2.91 

10.13 

5.53 

0.38 

p-value 

0.0069 

0.00075 

0.03365 

*Percentage of apoptotic-like SNpc neurons/total SNpc neurons (apoptotic 

plus nonapoptotic); average of duplicate sections. 
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CHAPTER V. Discussion 

The study of cell death is of particular interest in neurodegenerative 

diseases, ~?ince it constitutes the. major pathological hallmark of these 

diseases. Elucidation of the mechanisms behind neuronal cell death may 

lead researchers to find new treatments to delay the progression of these 

diseases. The studies presented here have described the morphology of 

neuronal death in the SNpc of Lewy body-associated disorders, AD, and 

normal aging. The morphology of SNpc neuronal death resembles 

apoptosis in these diseases and in normal controls. Apoptotic-Iike cell death 

was significantly increased in the SNpc of cases of PD, concomitant AD/PD, 

and diffuse Lewy body disease compared to controls and AD patients. 

Although analysis of variance did not show a difference between PD and 

cpntrol/AD cases, the Wilcoxon rank sum test showed significantly higher 

apoptotic-like changes in PD cases. AD/PD and diffuse Lewy body disease 

SNpc neurons with LBs were as likely to undergo apoptotic-like cell death 

as non-LB-containing SNpc neurons. However, the majority of SNpc 

neurons undergoing apoptotic-like cell death apparently did not contain 

somal LBs. 

Apoptotic-like changes were found in a large number of SNpc neurons 

of AD/PD and diffuse Lewy body disease patients, whereas signs of primary 

necrosis were not seen. However, we could not rule out the possibility that 
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non-apoptotic cell death occurs in Lewy body disease. Indeed, Anglade and 

colleagues have shown by ultrastructural analysis that autolytic cell death 

occurs concurrently with apoptotic-like cell death in PD (144). Some cell 

types undergoing morphological apoptosis generate large base pair 

fragments of DNA without subsequent oligosomal cleavage (96-98). It is 

possible that fragmentation into large base pair fragments alone may not be 

detected by ISEL; in this case the rate of apoptotic-like changes may be 

higher than reported in Chapters II and III. However, the rate of cell death 

in LB-containing neurons is not affected by this possibility as all neurons 

containing LBs were found to have either morphologically normal or ISEL+ 

condensed nuclei; no condensed, unlabeled nuclei were seen in LB

containing neurons. The possible significance of condensed, unlabeled 

SNpc neurons remains to be investigated. 

The significance of cell death by apoptosis is that it may be possible to 

prevent apoptotic cell death by treatment with growth factors, or by altering 

the ratio of bcl-2 and bax proteins, or proteins in other apoptotic pathways, 

to favor cell survival (127, 208, 209), even in the presence of the primary 

pathology. Intervention may have the potential to rescue enough 

dopaminergic neurons to delay the course of the disease, even if other types 

of cell death are occurring (at a low rate) along with apoptosis. 

Knowledge of the mechanism of nigral cell death is also pertinent to the 

use of animal models of PD. MPTP intoxication of monkeys damages 

midbrain dopaminergic neurons and produces motor symptoms very 

similar to a parkinsonian syndrome. MPTP treatment strategies have 

evolved into acute treatments, which are short term and of a high dosage, 

and long-term, low dose treatments. MPTP administration to aged 
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monkeys for long periods of time produces a midbrain pathology most 

similar to PD (64, 210, 211). The mechanism of cell death has not been 

reported in this animal model. Mitochondrial complex I inhibitors, 

including MPTP, may induce apoptosis in cultured cells (125, 131). 

Administration of low doses of MPTP induces apoptosis in PC12 cells, 

whereas high doses of MPTP induces primary necrosis instead (131). The 

current study suggests that schedules of MPTP treatment that induce 

apoptotic cell death may more accurately model PD than treatments that 

result in primary necrosis. 

True LB formation has not been documented in animal models of PD, 

although Lewy-like inclusions have been described-in the hippocampus of 

some aged MPTP-treated animals (64). The current study suggests that 

somal LB formation may not directly affect the survival of SNpc neurons. 

However, LB formation is considered diagnostic of idiopathic PD, and 

elucidation of its structure and formation may give clues as to the 

underlying pathogenic mechanism of PD (44, 166). 

I propose a mechanism that fits my data into the prevailing theories of 

PD/LB disorder etiology. That is, the initial pathology (e.g., exposure of a 

genetically-susceptible individual to an MPTP-like toxin), results in 

oxidative damage to SNpc neurons (78, 212), some of which die via an 

apoptotic-like mechanism. Neurons that survive this insult may suffer 

metabolic damage; for instance, protein kinases, phosphatases, or 

proteases may have altered specificity or activity. Neurofilament proteins 

may be profoundly altered in this biochemical enviroriment, resulting in 

abnormal processing (43), crosslinking, and precipitation (182, 183), and 

possible LB formation. The abnormal LB filaments are linked to 
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polyubiquitin as the cell attempts to degrade them (44). However, my data 

would suggest that LB-containing neurons do not die due to the presence of 

somal LBs; instead, they undergo apoptotic-like cell death due to the 

ongoing disease pathology. 



SUMMARY 

A major mechanism of SNpc neuronal death in Lewy body-associated 

disorders, Alzheimer's disease and normal controls resembles apoptosis. 

Cases of Parkinson's disease, concomitant AD/PD, and diffuse Lewy body 

disease have a significantly higher percent of apoptotic-like SNpc neurons 

than AD and control cases, although there is a high variability observed 

among PD cases. Most SNpc neurons undergoing apoptotic-like cell death 

do not contain somal LBs. LB-containing SNpc neurons of AD/PD and 

diffuse Lewy body disease cases do not appear to be more likely to undergo 

apoptotic-like cell death than SNpc neurons without LBs. Altogether, this 

data suggests that animal models should be tailored to result in apoptotic 

SNpc neuronal death, rather than some other type of cell death. 

Furthe~ore, these studies imply that treatment strategies which inhibit 

apoptosis may be of benefit in slowing down the progression of Lewy body 

disease. 
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